Hello everybody,
we are planning an Aikido seminar with Muguruza Sensei (8. Dan) in Würzburg, Germany. Possible
dates are the September weekends from 21 to 23 or 28 to 30 2018. Amongst other things, the
seminar shall give experienced people the possibility to benefit from the immense knowledge of
Muguruza Sensei. Therefore it is planned to restrict a part of the seminar to advanced Aikidoka in
form of Advanced or even Instructor classes. While the Advanced classes (brown belt or higher)
focus on more experienced aspects of the techniques, the Instructor classes also deal with how to
teach Aikido properly.
How big the portion of this special training within the seminar will be depends on your feedback.
Therefore please register as soon as possible on the Doodle poll with your date choices. If you are
interested in the special training, please state this in the comments section with „advanced classes“
or „instructor classes“. In addition, please fill in what is your focus in Aikido and what you are
looking for in this special training. If you are not interested in this special training just register with
your name or fill in „regular training only“ in the comments section. The Doodle poll is available at:
https://doodle.com/poll/8dzbsee2v2wuza69
A deadline for the registration regarding the seminar planning is 18th May. If there are 20 people or
more registered at this time, the seminar will take place and the date will be set according to the
weekend with the most participants. The seminar fee will be approcimately 60,- Euro. It is possible
to sleep in the dojo. Since the training hall is not that big, the seminar will be restricted to 30 people
maximum. This will also ensure good training conditions. This means if you are within the first 30
registrations, you are lucky, if not, you are on the waiting list and can only participate if someone
drops out:-)
The exact schedule of the seminar will be established according to the Doodle poll results and of
course according to Muguruza Sensei's timetable.
In case of questions or remarks, please contact me at helmut.weinlaeder@web.de.
Best Regards and a big Osu,
Helmut Weinläder

Dojo address:
Wredestr. 23, 97082 Würzburg, Germany
Dojo

Tram stop: DJK Sportzentrum

